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Goal of the Paper

• Introduce trade into a growth model to harness product-level trade data


• … delivers evidence on sources of innovation

• Extend analysis to multiple countries for simulations that match data


• … what would product-level bilateral trade look like under various innovation scenarios

• I like this agenda!
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Critique

• To put it kindly, the model is unwieldy!

• Admittedly, it’s difficult to get multiple countries into such a framework


• if it was easier, then Jonathan and I wouldn’t still be trying

• But, clearly the authors need to search for analytical simplifications


• else the model loses its ability to illuminate

• Suggestion: revisit Krugman (1979, JPE)


• collapsed into two figures …
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Krugman: Innovation and Growth

• Varieties produced in North and South (US and China)


• Innovation (North) and imitation (South)
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Krugman: Trade and Income

• Fit’s into DFS
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Krugman and the Five Findings

1. US exports are nearly all Romerian; China’s nearly all Ricardian

2. Products migrate from US to other rich countries, then to developing countries

3. Income differences are due to # of varieties produced not higher quality

4. Half of world growth comes from innovation on imports and 1/3 from new products

5. Most small-country growth comes from foreign innovation, but only 1/4 for the US
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Gagnon and Rose: Contrarians

• NBER Working paper #3946 (1992); Oxford Economic Papers (1995)


• Examines multilateral product-level trade data for US and Japan, 1962-1988


•  Key statistic is normalized trade balance of product i


• Finds little evidence for Krugman-type product cycles (here South was Japan)


• In 1962, nearly 48% of US trade was in products with surplus (1 std. dev. above balance)


• 29% was still in surplus by 1988, and only 1.6% had moved to deficit (1 std. dev. below balance)


•  In 1962, about 23% of Japanese trade was in products with deficit


• 14% remained there by 1988 and only 5% had moved to surplus
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Conclusion

• We need more evidence on the nature of innovation


• product-level trade data is a good vein to tap!


• Look for more parsimony in the model: e.g. Krugman


• Look for additional statistics: e.g. Gagnon and Rose


• try to resolve the puzzle: why were their findings so negative on product cycles?
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